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How to find and mentor future company leaders
By Joel Garfinkle on October 15th, 2012 | 3 comments on this post

Careers, Inspiring Others

Who are the rising stars in your company?

People in upper management must always be on the lookout for talented employees who could
become the next generation of leadership for the company. These emerging and aspiring
leaders need someone to mentor them and teach them the skills needed to become effective
leaders and managers. By taking a role in developing the next generation of leaders, you
ensure your company’s future success.

Finding future leaders to mentor

If your company has an established mentorship program, the job of finding emerging leaders
to mentor becomes much easier. Get involved in the mentorship program and actively
participate by attending events put on by the program. Sign up as a mentor and be prepared to
put some time and effort into the mentoring relationship.

Mentoring programs are great, but not all companies have them. That doesn’t mean you can’t
find someone to mentor. Here are some tips for finding an aspiring leader to take under your
wing.

1. Look for rising stars. Who do you see who excels at their work? Who stands out because
of their results, impact and value? Who do you hear others praising for the great job
they’ve done on various projects? These are the rising stars who care enough to do their
very best work. Many of them are aspiring leaders who will jump at the chance to be
mentored by you.

2. Ask other executives. Spread the word that you are looking for someone to mentor, and
ask for recommendations.

3. Pay attention to those who promote themselves. Emerging leaders know that they need
to be recognized in order to move ahead. They are not braggarts, but they do make sure
they get credit for their work so they can use it as a springboard to reach the next
level of success.

 Mentoring future leaders

Once you’ve found someone to mentor, there are three areas in which you should focus on
helping them improve: perception, visibility, and influence (learn about the PVI Model in the
leadership book summary for “Getting Ahead”). Start with perception. Your mentee needs
to establish a reputation as the go-to person for his or her area of expertise — not just
someone who is good at their job, but the very best.

After perception comes visibility. Help your mentee get noticed by encouraging him or her to
create a personal brand, speak up in meetings, volunteer for important assignments, and
seek out excuses to talk to senior executives.

Improving perceptions and working on visibility lead naturally into increasing influence,
which is the most important quality for emerging leaders to master. Influence is the ability to
get people to act without relying on the authority of your position to coerce them. People who
have influence have followers — and it’s having followers that make you a true leader.

Joel Garfinkle is one of the top 50 personal leadership coaches in America. His
Executive Coaching 11-Step Process has worked with many top international
companies, including Cisco Systems, Oracle, Wells Fargo Bank, Deloitte, Amazon, Starbucks,
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15inno
Open the door to open innovation with help from Danish
strategist and blogger Stefan Lindegaard.

Bret L. Simmons
B-school professor Bret Simmons is a management wonk
with plenty to say for himself.

Career Advancement Blog
Joel Garfinkle gives practical advice for advancing up the
executive career ladder.

Driving Results Through Culture
S. Chris Edmonds takes a deeper look at how leaders can
take a proactive role in culture management.

Fail Spectacularly
Winning isn’t everything, and Jason Seiden has built a
successful career helping business leaders look on the
bright side of failure.

Great Leadership
As leadership-training manager for a Fortune 1000 company,
Dan McCarthy brings an HR perspective to executive-level
leadership challenges.

Inflexion Advisors
Strategic consultant Mark Stelzner says his HR tips have
created $3 billion in tangible results for his clients.

Innovation Management
Applicable advice for leaders who are looking to convert
innovation from something your company talks about into
something your company does.

InPower Consulting
Dana Theus helps companies unlock the power of their
leaders. An expert on talent innovation, she also writes
about women’s leadership issues at InPower Women.

John Baldoni Blog
Prolific leadership educator and executive coach John
Baldoni’s columns and posts from around the Web. Usually
features concrete, actionable advice for leaders.

Last Word — Steve Tobak
Former Silicon Valley CEO Steve Tobak offers an incisive,
entertaining take on leadership issues.
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Microsoft, Google, Citibank, and The Ritz-Carlton. Subscribe to his Executive Coaching
Newsletter and you’ll receive the free e-book “41 Proven Strategies to Get Promoted Now!”
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Consultant, executive and business professor Art Petty
offers commentary and practical leadership tips.

Mary Jo Asmus
Former Fortune 100 exec Mary Jo Asmus is on a mission to
make leaders more purposeful in their work relationships.
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Jennifer V. Miller leverages her observational skills to
provide bosses with insights into their teams’ successes and
failures.

Scott Eblin's Next Level Blog
Ride along with executive coach Scott Eblin as he roams the
country helping managers hone their skills.

Seth Godin
Author Seth Godin offers up crisp commentary on social
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The Glass Hammer
Struggling to shatter the glass ceiling? It’s hammer time,
courtesy of this group blog and niche social network
maintained for and by women executives.
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Idea Champions founder and author Mitch Ditkoff offers
advice on unlocking your workforce’s creative potential.

ThoughtLEADERS
West Point grad and former tank platoon leader Mike
Figliuolo earned his business stripes at McKinsey, Fortune
500s, as an entrepreneur and author.

Three Star Leadership
North Carolina leadership coach Wally Bock offers weekly
recaps and insights on the best of the business blogosphere
and specialist press.

Transformational Leadership
Henna Inam helps “women leaders transform their
businesses, creating great innovation, engagement, and
growth in their organizations and communities.”
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Very helpful. Thanks for posting.
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Paulette D. Richter · less than 1 minute ago

I think this one starts with the employees who take initiative in passing on skills and knowledge to new employees. They are effectively
passing on the torch to their successors as they themselves are moving up the rankings. That is company mentorship.
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